
Energy Dome announces funding commitments from Breakthrough Energy Catalyst and the 
European Investment Bank to support construction of its first standard commercial-scale CO2 
Battery  
 
DUBAI - 1 December 2023 - Today, at COP28, Energy Dome has announced funding 
commitments for its first CO2-based and innovative thermo-mechanical energy storage system 
to be located in Sardinia, Italy. Funding will be in the form of a project-level grant commitment 
Ƽƃё ǿǟё ǷƼё ѝͷϺʹʹʹϺʹʹʹё from Breakthrough Energy Catalyst and ѝͶϺʹʹʹϺʹʹʹ Venture Debt 
financing commitment from the European Investment Bank, both subject to the satisfaction of 
funding conditions. The funds are being made available through the EUХBreakthrough Energy 
Catalyst partnership. 
 
Breakthrough Energy Catalyst funds and invests in first-of-a-kind commercial projects for 
emerging climate technologies. By investing in these opportunities, Catalyst seeks to accelerate 
the adoption of these technologies worldwide and reduce their costs.  
 
The European Investment Bank, also recognizing the transformative potential of Energy Dome's 
CO2 Battery to combat climate change and be a clean technology champion in Europe, is 
ūȜǟūŜǷūţёǷƼёǟǢƼȖƐţūёѝͶϺʹʹʹϺʹʹʹёƼƃёÖūƲǷǿǢūё$ūśǷёƃƐƲŀƲŜƐƲƄϺёśŀŜƤūţёśȝёRƲȖūǪǷ.¿ϺёǷƼёǷƋūёǟǢƼơūŜǷϹё
The EU aligns capital with Catalyst using funds available from Horizon Europe & Innovation Fund 
through the InvestEU Program with the European Investment Bank, as implementing partner of 
the European Commission. 
 
This ŜƼưśƐƲūţёƐƲȖūǪǷưūƲǷёƐǪёŀƲёūƲţƼǢǪūưūƲǷёƼƃё.ƲūǢƄȝё$ƼưūеǪёǢūŀţȝ-to-be-deployed, long-
duration energy storage proposition. .ƲūǢƄȝё $ƼưūеǪё ǢƼśǿǪǷё ǟūǢƃƼǢưŀƲŜūё ЕƋƐƄƋё ǢƼǿƲţ-trip 
efficiency) and capital expenditure requirements are significantly more competitive than the 
Lithium-Ion benchmark, providing a solution to the critical problem of utility-scale long-
duration energy storage, which is at the core of the renewable energy transition.  
 
The project will use a standard frame 20MW/200MWh CO2 Battery, which can supply energy to 
the grid for ten consecutive hours. It will be the first of a series of identical units using the 
same technology design, allowing Energy Dome to unlock cost reductions and accelerate the 
bankability of future units of the modular, standardized CO2 Battery frames. The CO2 Battery 
does not use materials from rare metals and its main components are based on already existing 
and known supply chains enabling job creation within Europe.  
 
The Commercial Operation Date of the storage facility is expected to take place in the third 
quarter of 2024. 
 
Claudio Spadacini, Founder and CEO of Energy Dome, said: "What better time than during COP28 
to announce the collaboration with the EU-Breakthrough Energy Catalyst partnership, which is 
a true catalyst for our company. The collaboration will accelerate the commercialization of our 
market-ready technology and will be the first of many identical full-scale CO2 Batteries. We 
ƋŀȖūёŀƧǢūŀţȝёǪǷŀǢǷūţёǷƼёśūёŀǷёǷƋūёŜƼǢūёƼƃёǷƋūёūƲūǢƄȝёǷǢŀƲǪƐǷƐƼƲϹё£ūưūưśūǢϺёƼǿǢёȗƼǢƧţёŜŀƲеǷёȗŀƐǷϹг  

Gelsomina Vigliotti, EIB Vice-President, said: в�ǪёǷƋūё.¿ёŜƧƐưŀǷūёśŀƲƤϺёǷƋūё.R�ёƐǪёŜƼưưƐǷǷūţёǷƼё
building public and private partnerships to support the development of disruptive green energy 
technologies and to enable these to grow to scale in the short-term. I am delighted to announce 



the EIBеǪ intention to support Energy Dome with a EUR 25 million Venture Debt financing. It is 
an inspiring example of game-changing technology that we need more of in Europe and 
worldwide.  At the same time, the project will promote job creation and economic growth in 
«ŀǢţƐƲƐŀϹг 

 
Mario Fernandez, Head of Catalyst at Breakthrough Energy, said: вfƼƲƄ-duration energy storage 
is a critical enabler of the clean energy transition and this partnership with Energy Dome, the 
European Commission and European Investment Bank will help scale the technology so it can 
be commercialized sooner. This announcement demonstrates the tangible impact of 
�ǢūŀƤǷƋǢƼǿƄƋё.ƲūǢƄȝё�ŀǷŀƧȝǪǷеǪёŀǟǟǢƼŀŜƋёǷƼёƃǿƲţёƐưǟŀŜǷƃǿƧёǟǢƼơūŜǷǪёǷƋŀǷёŜŀƲёưƼȖūёǿǪёŜƧƼǪūǢёǷƼё
an emissions-ƃǢūūёƃǿǷǿǢūϹгё 
 
About Energy Dome   
Energy Dome is revolutionizing energy storage and enabling grid decarbonization by making solar 
and wind power dispatchable 24/7. The company invented and developed the CO2 Battery, a 
long-duration energy storage system that makes long-duration energy storage viable globally 
today. The properties of carbon dioxide allow the system to store energy efficiently and cost-
effectively, with a modular and site-independent footprint. CO2 Batteries use readily available, 
off-the-shelf components from reliable, existing supply chains, providing a scalable pathway to 
store massive amounts of intermittent renewable energy and accelerate the energy transition. 
For more information, please visit energydome.com. 
 
About Breakthrough Energy 
Breakthrough Energy is committed to accelerating the world's journey to a clean energy future. 
The organization funds breakthrough technologies, advocates for climate-smart policies, and 
mobilizes partners around the world to take effective action, accelerating progress at every 
stage.   
  
Breakthrough Energy Catalyst is a novel platform that funds and invests in first-of-a-kind 
commercial projects for emerging climate technologies. By investing in these opportunities, 
Catalyst seeks to accelerate the adoption of these technologies worldwide and reduce their 
costs.   
  
Catalyst currently focuses on five technology areas: clean hydrogen, sustainable aviation fuel, 
direct air capture, long-duration energy storage, and manufacturing decarbonization. In addition 
to capital, Catalyst leverages the team's energy-infrastructure-investing and project-
development expertise to work with innovators on advancing their projects from the 
development stage to funding and ultimately, to construction. Learn more about Breakthrough 
Energy and Catalyst at breakthroughenergy.org.    
  
About the European Investment Bank  
The EIB is the lending institution of the EU, owned by its Member States and makes long-term 
ƃƐƲŀƲŜūё ŀȖŀƐƧŀśƧūё ƃƼǢё ǪƼǿƲţё ƐƲȖūǪǷưūƲǷё ǷƼёŀţȖŀƲŜūё ǷƋūё.¿еǪё ǟƼƧƐŜȝё ƄƼŀƧǪϹё Between 2019 and 
ͶʹͶͶϺёǷƋūё.R�ёFǢƼǿǟёǟǢƼȖƐţūţёưƼǢūёǷƋŀƲёѝ billion in financing for projects in Italy.  
RƲёͶʹ͵ͽϺёǷƋūё.R�еǪё.ƲūǢƄȝёfūƲţƐƲƄё ƼƧƐŜȝёȗŀǪёŀţƼǟǷūţёǷƼёūƲţёƃƐƲŀƲŜƐƲƄёǷƼёŀƲȝёǿƲŀśŀǷūţёƃƼǪǪƐƧё
fuels energy projects, including natural gas, the first Multilateral Development Bank (MDB) to 
do so. In 2021, the EIB became the first MDB to align our financial activities with the Paris 

https://energydome.com/
https://breakthroughenergy.org/our-work/catalyst/


Agreement. Through its Climate Bank Roadmap, the EIB Group aims ǷƼёǪǿǟǟƼǢǷёѝ͵ёǷǢƐƧƧƐƼƲёƼƃё
investment in climate action and environmental sustainability through the critical decade, 2021-
2030. The EIB committed to increasing investment in climate action and environmental 
sustainability to more than 50 ҡёƼƃё ǷƋūё.R�еǪё ŀƲƲǿŀƧё ƧūƲţƐƲƄёśȝё ͶʹͶё Х last year, that was 
exceeded with 58%. 
 
About the European Commission  
The European Commission is part of the executive of the European Union. The Commission has 
a range of policies and programmes to deliver on its climate ambitions. Under the European 
FǢūūƲё$ūŀƧϺёǷƋūёдEƐǷёƃƼǢёлёǟŀŜƤŀƄūёȗŀǪёŀţƼǟǷūţёƐƲёbǿƧȝёͶʹͶ͵ёȗƐǷƋёǷƋūёŀƐư of cutting greenhouse 
gas emissions by at least 55% by 2030.The EU-Catalyst partnership is one of the key actions 
through, which the European Commission seeks achieve this goal through mobilizing private 
funding through public support.   
 
Horizon Europe ƐǪёǷƋūё.¿лǪёǢūǪūŀǢŜƋёŀƲţёƐƲƲƼȖŀǷƐƼƲёƃǢŀưūȗƼǢƤёǟǢƼƄǢŀưưūёȗƼǢǷƋёѝͽϹёśƐƧƧƐƼƲё
(2021-2027). It dedicates 35% of its budget to climate action. At the same time, the programme 
also supports a range of partnerships which mobilise private funding to deliver on pressing 
global challenges and modernise industry through research and innovation. The programme also 
includes the European Innovation Council (EIC) that supports start-ups and companies in the 
whole innovation chain, from research to validation, acceleration and commercialization.   
 
The Innovation Fund ƐǪёƼƲūёƼƃёǷƋūёȗƼǢƧţеǪёƧŀǢƄūǪǷёƃǿƲţƐƲƄёǟǢƼƄǢŀưưūǪёƃƼǢёǷƋūёţūưƼƲǪǷǢŀǷƐƼƲё
of low- and zero-carbon innovative solutions and technologies funded entirely from EU 
Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) ǢūȖūƲǿūǪёŀƲţёūǪǷƐưŀǷūţёŀǷёѝʹёśƐƧƧƐƼƲёǿƲǷƐƧёͶʹͷʹϹё¸ƋūёEǿƲţё
ƋŀǪёǪƼёƃŀǢёǟǢƼȖƐţūţёŀƧưƼǪǷёѝͻёśƐƧƧƐƼƲёƐƲёƄǢŀƲǷǪёƃƼǢёƼȖūǢё͵ʹʹёǟǢƼơūŜǷǪёǷƋǢƼǿƄƋёŜŀƧƧǪёƃƼǢёǟǢƼǟƼǪŀƧǪϹё
On 23 November 2023, the Innovation Fund opened its 7th call for proposals and its first auction. 
 

The InvestEU programme provides the European Union with crucial long-term funding by 
leveraging substantial private and public funds in support of a sustainable recovery. It also helps 
ưƼśƐƧƐǪūёǟǢƐȖŀǷūёƐƲȖūǪǷưūƲǷǪёƃƼǢёǷƋūё.ǿǢƼǟūŀƲё¿ƲƐƼƲеǪёǟƼƧƐŜȝёǟǢƐƼǢƐǷƐūǪ, such as the European 
Green Deal and the digital transition. The InvestEU programme brings together under one roof 
the multitude of EU financial instruments currently available to support investment in the 
European Union, making funding for investment projects in Europe simpler, more efficient and 
more flexible. The programme consists of three components: the InvestEU Fund, the InvestEU 
Advisory Hub and the InvestEU Portal. The InvestEU Fund is implemented through financial 
partners that will invest in proơūŜǷǪёǿǪƐƲƄёǷƋūё.¿ёśǿţƄūǷёƄǿŀǢŀƲǷūūёƼƃёѝͶͺϹͶ billion. The entire 
budget guarantee will back the investment projects of the implementing partners, increase their 
risk-śūŀǢƐƲƄёŜŀǟŀŜƐǷȝёŀƲţёǷƋǿǪёưƼśƐƧƐǪūёŀǷёƧūŀǪǷёѝͷͻͶ billion in additional investment. 

 

Media Contact: Mario Torchio 

m.torchio@energydome.com 

https://www.eib.org/en/publications/the-eib-group-climate-bank-roadmap
https://commission.europa.eu/funding-tenders/find-funding/eu-funding-programmes/horizon-europe_en
https://eic.ec.europa.eu/index_en
https://climate.ec.europa.eu/eu-action/eu-funding-climate-action/innovation-fund_en
https://climate.ec.europa.eu/eu-action/eu-emissions-trading-system-eu-ets_en
https://climate.ec.europa.eu/eu-action/eu-emissions-trading-system-eu-ets_en

